COST SHARING ON SPONSORED PROGRAMS

Policy Statement
Northwestern University engages in cost sharing when it is in the best overall interest of the University, but limited to situations in which it is mandated by the sponsor per solicitation or policy guidelines, or deemed appropriate in light of specific and compelling circumstances. This document was developed to set forth University policy on cost sharing, and to provide guidance on the appropriate and consistent management and reporting of cost sharing throughout the lifecycle of a sponsored project.

Reason for Policy/Purpose
This policy has been developed:
- To define cost sharing and set forth the University’s position on cost sharing in support of sponsored projects.
- To advise the University community regarding the contractual, financial, and administrative implications of any commitment to cost share.
- To ensure that cost sharing on sponsored projects is proposed, managed, and reported on in a manner consistent with and conforming to the applicable requirements found in the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)Uniform Guidance 2 CFR 200.306.
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Who Approved This Policy

Vice President for Research

Who Needs to Know This Policy

All Northwestern faculty, staff, and students involved in the performance or administration of sponsored research.

Website Address for this Policy
https://osr.northwestern.edu/policies-guidance/costsharing_policy

Contacts

If you have any questions about this policy, you may contact
1. Sponsored Research
   Executive Director, Shandra White, shandra.white@northwestern.edu

2. Financial Operations
   Executive Director, Office of Research Financial Operations
   LaShawnda Hall, lashawnda.hall@northwestern.edu

Definitions

Cost Sharing represents the sponsored project or program costs (direct and indirect) that would normally be borne by a sponsor but instead are covered by the University or a third party, such as a subcontractor or an unfunded collaborator. For the purpose of this policy, “cost matching” should be treated interchangeably with the term “cost sharing”; however, the term “cost matching” often refers to cost sharing agreements in which the amount of sponsor funding is based on an equal or proportionate commitment (e.g., 1:1) from the University.
Policy/Procedures

I. Types of Cost Sharing

There are three main types of cost sharing:

**Mandatory Cost Sharing:** Cost sharing required by the sponsor as a condition of eligibility for an award. Typically, a mandatory cost sharing requirement must be communicated in a proposal solicitation. In these situations, a proposal must demonstrate/commit to the required cost sharing. Mandatory cost sharing is typically explicitly referenced in an award document. Mandatory cost sharing must be properly documented and tracked for cost accounting and compliance purposes.

**Voluntary Committed Cost Sharing:** Cost sharing not required by the sponsor as a condition of award but provided at the discretion of the institution. This cost sharing is referenced within a proposal and becomes a binding, auditable obligation; it is often (though not always) referenced in an award document. Voluntary committed cost sharing must be properly documented and tracked for cost accounting and compliance purposes.

**Voluntary Uncommitted Cost Sharing:** Cost sharing not required by the relevant program solicitation, not referenced in the proposal or award, and not formally tracked (or auditable). The most common form of voluntary uncommitted cost sharing is faculty or researcher effort additional to the level of effort originally committed to the sponsored project.

II. Northwestern University’s Position on Cost Sharing

Northwestern University engages in cost sharing when it is in the best overall interest of the University but limited to situations in which it is mandated by the sponsor per solicitation or policy guidelines, or deemed appropriate in light of specific and compelling circumstances. Northwestern University does not typically cost share on a voluntary basis, consistent with its objective of maximizing sponsor cost reimbursement to support the continued growth of the research enterprise. A voluntary cost sharing commitment should be made only when the competitive forces and perceived institutional benefit of receiving the award are deemed to be sufficiently strong to warrant the commitment.

Cost sharing enables Northwestern to be eligible and competitive for some of the most prestigious, the most scientifically important, and the most collaborative projects that we undertake. Cost sharing represents an investment that helps Northwestern fulfill its mission as a premier research institution. However, cost sharing represents an administratively complex and high-risk business objective. Cost sharing also introduces areas of increased audit scrutiny to a sponsored project.

III. Impacts of Cost Sharing

**Financial Impact:** Cost sharing can redirect resources from departments, schools, and/or central units, limiting those units’ capabilities. The inherent forfeiture of indirect costs produced by cost sharing represents a further University subsidy. That is, the University loses the ability to accrue indirect costs on project expenses that were cost shared - as opposed to charged - to a sponsored project.
**Administrative Impact:** Cost sharing presented in a proposal becomes a binding obligation at the award stage that the University must monitor, document, and report on. This represents a significant organizational administrative burden across many units and management levels at the University.

**Investigator Impact:** In situations where faculty effort is cost shared in support of a mandatory or voluntary committed cost sharing requirement, faculty members’ ability to conduct other research may be limited. Investigators can also be affected by the burden to monitor, document, and report committed cost sharing.

**Compliance Impact:** In general, cost sharing increases the compliance risk of a sponsored project. Cost sharing increases the University’s audit exposure, and any audit findings determining that cost sharing did not occur or did not occur to the committed level could result in consequences including, but not limited to, disallowance of costs and termination of award.

**F&A Rate Impact:** The University’s total amount of mandatory and voluntary committed cost sharing (salary and non-salary) must be included in the direct cost base for calculating the F&A rate; the higher the overall amount of cost sharing, the lower the overall F&A rate for Organized Research.

**IV. Forms of Cost Sharing**

All cost sharing contributions (including those from third party sources) must meet the guidelines set forth in OMB Uniform Guidance 2 CFR 200.306 to be considered allowable cost sharing on a sponsored project.

If a cost does not meet the appropriate criteria to be an allowable cost on a sponsored project, it cannot be considered a cost share contribution.

**Cash:** Cash contributions used to cost share must come from an allowable, non-sponsored source, such as appropriated, gift, endowed, or discretionary accounts. Cash can be used to fund salaries, fringe benefits, travel, equipment, supplies, and other allowable direct costs as defined by OMB Uniform Guidance 2 CFR 200.306.

**Effort:** An effort commitment is the portion of time committed to a particular sponsored project in relation to an individual’s total activities at the institution. This commitment represents a contractual obligation to a sponsored project, whether the effort is charged or cost shared to the project. When an investigator makes an effort commitment to a sponsored project without requesting the associated salary, the investigator is establishing a cost share commitment, as the University is assuming from the sponsor the cost of the investigator’s project time (inclusive of salaries and fringe benefits). Cost shared effort can occur either at the proposal stage as a commitment or at the award stage as a previously uncommitted but quantifiable contribution to the project.

Salary Cap Cost Sharing is also related to effort. This is cost sharing occurring when the base salary paid to an individual is in excess of a sponsor-designated limit, usually applicable to a particular federal fiscal year.

For more information regarding Northwestern effort reporting policies, please see [Key Effort Reporting Policies](#).
Unrecovered F&A: Facilities & Administrative costs (F&A or indirect costs) are real costs associated with conducting sponsored activity. In situations where allowable direct costs are cost shared, the F&A associated with these direct costs cannot be assessed, but still represent a quantifiable loss and should be considered cost sharing. In situations where indirect costs are limited by the sponsor (based on a flat amount or lower F&A rate cap), the difference between that sponsored activity’s institutionally-designated rate and the sponsor’s limit/cap may be considered cost sharing. The University’s intention to count unrecovered indirect costs as cost sharing should be presented to the sponsor in the proposal; prior approval to count this kind of cost sharing may otherwise be required.

Graduate Student Fellowships: Graduate Student Fellowships represent the salary/stipend, any associated fringe benefits, and tuition provided to support graduate students. These are funded by non-sponsored funds (including general appropriations and endowments) and can be used as cost sharing when provided by the department, school, or The Graduate School.

Third-Party: Third party contributions represent cost sharing provided by an entity external to the University. Third-party cost shared commitments and expenditures must follow the same guidelines that the University follows in order for them to be considered allowable and appropriate cost sharing. Examples include subawardee cost sharing, donated equipment, and contributed time or services from an extramural party.

V. Process of Obtaining Institutional Support

All requests for institutional (Office for Research) cost share support are reviewed and approved by the Vice President for Research. For full details regarding the process of obtaining institutional support, please see SR’s Process of Obtaining Institutional Support.

In both mandatory and voluntary cost sharing situations, any commitment of University resources is at the discretion of the Office for Research typically in consultation with the appropriate Deans’ Offices.

In both mandatory and voluntary cost sharing situations, provision of institutional cost share is contingent upon the grant being awarded in the amount proposed, and upon the fulfillment of all department and school cost share commitments. A decrease in awarded budget typically reduces the cost share proportionally.

Forms / Instructions
To request institutional cost sharing, please visit Sponsored Research’s Cost Share page for further information on applicable/appropriate processes.
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